
PARIS: Traditional May Day rallies turned violent in some
parts of the world yesterday, as workers gathered to
defend labor rights. There was looting in Paris and dozens
of arrests in Turkey, in contrast to Cuba with its colorful
celebrations and new leader. Here is a round-up of some of
the biggest events on the annual workers’ holiday.

Paris riots, looting 
A march against French President Emmanuel Macron’s

public sector reforms descended in to riots in central Paris.
On the sidelines of the May Day union-led demonstration
for workers’ rights, chaos erupted when a group of pro-
testers began torching a McDonald’s restaurant and vehi-
cles at a car dealership. Around 1,200 people in black
jackets and face masks shouted slogans such as “Rise up,
Paris” and “Everyone hates the police”. Police, who had
warned of the risk of extremist groups using the march to
spark fresh clashes, used tear gas and water cannon to
disperse demonstrators. The scenes of looting and
destruction overshadowed the May Day march, which
drew between 20,000 and 55,000 peaceful protesters,
according to police and union estimates.

Burning effigy in Philippines 
A giant demon in the role of Philippine President

Rodrigo Duterte was burned by protesters near the presi-
dential palace in a lively Labour Day rally. Thousands of
workers marched in Manila to voice anger over what they
said was the president’s failure to scrap short-term
employment contracts. Police said some 5,500 people
attended the marches and that the events were “generally
peaceful”. 

Tense crackdown in Turkey 
Key protest areas were closed off in Istanbul, with the

annual workers’ holiday often the occasion for confronta-
tion between demonstrators and police in Turkey.
Protesters who sought to defy the ban in central Taksim
Square were taken away by police, supported by helicop-
ters, armored cars and water canon vehicles. Police said
they arrested 84 people in Istanbul. Thousands of people
took part in officially-sanctioned May 1 events in the
Istanbul district of Maltepe, and in other cities, at a time
when political tensions are running high ahead of snap
parliamentary and presidential elections in June.

Show of hope in Cuba 
In Havana, the first May Day march of the post-Castro

era drew a colorful crowd of close to a million people.
Cubans carried posters of the Castro brothers and fellow
revolutionary Che Guevara and unfurled huge copies of
the country’s flag, while children dressed as soldiers
bounced on their parents shoulders. The annual Workers’
Day march at the capital’s Revolution Square was the first
major appearance for new president Miguel Diaz-Canel,
who was accompanied by his predecessor Raul Castro.

Flowers and stones 
Riot police were deployed to control crowds in

Medillin, Colombia, where protesters threw stones at offi-
cers during clashes. In Berlin, police officers looked on as
demonstrators dressed in black from the “Revolutionary
1st of May Demonstration” lit flares. According to unions,
some 500 events were planned nationwide, with many

held under the slogan of “solidarity, diversity and justice”.
But in Athens demonstrators carried red carnations in
union marches through the Greek capital. One of the
largest demonstrations of the Greek Communist Labour
Union attracted at least 11,000 people. 

Supporters of Brazil’s former president Luiz Inacio Lula

da Silva, who is serving a 12-year sentence for corruption,
gathered in front of the Federal Police headquarters in
Curitiba where he is being held. Wearing red, the color of
the Workers’ Party, and holding aloft signs calling for his
release, they marked May Day by staging a “Good
Morning Lula” event. — AFP 
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The strength of that friendship will withstand this
misunderstanding,” he added. 

Cayetano apologized last week for the rescues, but
Kuwait called them violations of sovereignty before
expelling the Philippine envoy and recalling its own
ambassador from Manila. Before relations plunged,
Kuwait and the Philippines had been negotiating a
labor deal that could have resulted in the lifting of the
ban on Filipinos leaving to work in the state.

Meanwhile, Kuwaiti Deputy Foreign Minister Khaled
Al-Jarallah yesterday met visiting Presidential Adviser
on Overseas Filipino Workers (OFWs) Abdullah
Mamao and his accompanying delegation. During the
meeting, they discussed the labor row between the two
countries. They stressed the depth of friendly relations
between both sides, pointing to mutual willingness to
promote and develop them, and overcome the crisis for

the common interest of both countries.
In a speech marking Labor Day, Duterte reiterated

his long-standing condition that Kuwait implement
more worker safeguards before the standoff can end.
“We are pushing for better protection of migrant work-
ers especially those in vulnerable groups such as
domestic helpers or household workers in the Middle
East,” he said. The president added the protections
should include guarantees that Filipina maids be
allowed to keep their phones and passports, which
some employers confiscate to keep the workers in line.

Duterte also repeated an offer of free transport to
Filipinos in Kuwait who want to return home, promising
assistance when they get back. “We shall mobilize con-
tinuously till everyone who wants (to come back) will
come home,” he said. Around 262,000 Filipinos work in
Kuwait, nearly 60 percent of them domestic workers,
according to the Philippine foreign ministry. Duterte
previously said workers returning from Kuwait could
find employment as English teachers in China, citing
improved ties with Beijing. The Philippines has sent mil-
lions of its people to work abroad, seeking salaries they
cannot get in their relatively impoverished nation. The
money they send back home accounts for about 10 per-
cent of the Philippine economy. — Agencies 
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harvesting of personal data by Cambridge
Analytica, a British political consultancy that worked
for Donald Trump’s 2016 election campaign. Facebook
has admitted up to 87 million users may have had their
data hijacked in the scandal, which saw Zuckerberg
grilled at length by the US Congress last month. “We
need to make sure that never happens again,”
Zuckerberg told the audience.

In a related move, Facebook yesterday announced
an upcoming feature called “Clear History” that will
allow users to see which apps and websites send the
network information, delete the data from their account,
and prevent Facebook from storing it. The social net-
work has already moved to limit the amount of data it
shares with third-party applications and plans further
steps to prevent a repeat of the Cambridge Analytica
debacle, Zuckerberg said.

Facebook is also reviewing applications overall as

well as auditing those that accessed large amounts of
data to make sure access isn’t abused, he said.
“Security isn’t a problem than you ever fully solve,”
Zuckerberg said, outlining the slew of efforts by
Facebook to battle election interference, misinforma-
tion, spam among other challenges. “This is an arms
race; we are going to be working to stay ahead of our
adversaries forever.”

Facebook separately announced yesterday that its
popular Messenger app would soon be able to translate
missives in real time, deploying artificial intelligence to
enable text conversations between people using differ-
ent languages. The feature will launch in the United
States with English and Spanish translations of conver-
sations in the Marketplace section of Facebook, and
will be extended to general Messenger use in coming
weeks, the service said in a blog post.

Facebook joins internet giants Amazon, Microsoft
and Google in offering artificial-intelligence based
translation features - most prominently Google’s Pixel
ear buds which promise real-time translation across
dozens of languages. The slew of announcements at the
developer-centric “F8” conference also included the
arrival of a stand-alone Oculus Go headset aimed to
get more people using virtual reality. —  AFP 
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Chaos and color in May Day rallies across globe

Protestors dressed in black and with the face covered hold a banner and gesture as they take part in a march dur-
ing the annual May Day workers’ rally in Paris yesterday. — AFP 

KASSERINE, Tunisia: A student from a working-
class family in central Tunisia, Karim tries to convince
himself municipal elections will usher in a new class of
politicians committed to working for local people. “I’m
only 20 and I want to remain hopeful, even if I’m not
100 percent sure the future will be better,” he tells AFP
in a market in the city of Kasserine, ahead of Sunday’s
poll. In Jan 2011, Kasserine was a hotbed of protest in
the popular uprising that forced dictator Zine El
Abidine Ben Ali from power.

The revolution’s cradle was the neighboring town of
Sidi Bouzid, where 26-year-old fruit-seller Mohamed
Bouazizi set himself ablaze in Dec 2010 after authori-
ties confiscated his stock. Six years older than Karim is
now, the graduate’s burns were so severe he didn’t sur-
vive beyond an agonizing couple of weeks in hospital.

But he was posthumously revered as a catalyst for
change. Karim, who works nights as a lorry driver to
fund his studies, still clings to the hope generated by
the dictator’s fall - but his optimism is ridiculed by oth-
er market-goers. “You dream my boy!” says unem-
ployed Sami Khadraoui, cutting off the young student
in full flow. “The candidates, even those from
Kasserine, will only serve their own interests. They will
fill their pockets then leave,” says the 31-year-old. “The
first thing the new representatives will do is clean up
the areas right in front of their own homes,” pipes up
another scornful voice, amid the market bustle in
Ennour, a poor district of Kasserine.

Such is the disillusionment here that some even pine
for the days of Ben Ali. Seven years after the dictator
fell, and in the only country where the so-called Arab
Spring has brought a degree of democratic reform, lit-
tle seems to have changed in this part of the country.
Unemployment in Kasserine and its wider governorate
of the same name is 26.2 percent, around 50 percent
higher than the national average, according to Tunisian
NGO the Forum for Economic and Social Rights.

The per capita representation of small- and medi-
um-sized enterprises in Tunis is more than 15 times

higher than in Kasserine, which has a population of
around 90,000. Alleged government neglect has also
made it a breeding ground for extremism, with insur-
gents tempting some young men to their mountain
hideouts in the governorate. A Dec 2015 study by the
Soufan Group think-tank found Tunisia to be the single
greatest source of foreign fighters in the conflicts in
Iraq and Syria, dwarfing by a factor of nearly 2.5 those
coming from Saudi Arabia.

And frustration over the lack of change has brought
fresh street clashes.  In Jan 2016, five years after the
uprising against Ben Ali, social unrest broke out in
Kasserine and spread to the rest of the country.
Further demonstrations against unemployment and
high prices in January this year resulted in more than
200 people being arrested, according to the interior
ministry, with this part of central Tunisia again a flash-
point area. “Hope has expired for the majority of peo-
ple,” says 61-year-old Jamel Ben Mohamed, a trained
lawyer who has scraped by selling vegetables for the
past 25 years. “They have lost all confidence in politi-
cians and are not interested in the municipal elections
or the legislative and presidential polls” set to take
place next year, he adds. — AFP 

Ahead of polls, 
disillusionment, 
apathy in Tunisia

KASSERINE: A man looks at lists of candidates for the upcoming
municipal elections on April 23, 2018. — AFP 


